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Introduction 
romAI is an application that is comprised of libraries from the Altair Activate® and Altair Compose® software products. 

The application features a GUI and a romAI block. The GUI is built with Altair Compose and is accessible through Altair 

Activate. The block can be leveraged in Altair Activate. 

Design Fundamentals 
romAI serves a two-fold purpose: 

• Reduced-Order Model (ROM) Generation 

Computationally expensive models are turned into ROMs that can be deployed into a system integration platform 
such as Altair Activate, IoT platforms or third-party software through the FMI standard. 

• System Identification  

Test data is converted into a mathematical model that can be deployed into a system integration platform such as 
Altair Activate, IoT platforms or third-party software through the FMI standard. 

 

For simplicity, the term ROM GENERATION is used in this document as an umbrella term that also implies System 

Identification.  

Theoretical Framework 
Machine learning techniques, such as multilayer perceptron (MLP), and classical system theory are leveraged. Hence, 

familiarity with system theory terminology, such as the concepts of States and State Variables, is expected. 

Given an arbitrary physical problem, modeled with an arbitrary software, the goal of romAI is to turn the problem into a ROM 

block that includes: 

• Inputs and Outputs 

• State Variables 

• Characteristic Parameters 

As illustrated in the following image: 
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ROM Block Framework 

Inputs & Outputs (u/y) 

Inputs and outputs represent the communication that the ROM has with the outside world (i.e., other blocks to which it 

might be connected) through explicit ports: 

• INPUT ports are used to send the input signals to the ROM.  

• OUTPUT ports are used by the ROM to expose the calculated output signals to the outside world. 

The ports are defined by the user. The same physical problem can be modeled differently depending on the user 

perspective, how the ROM is configured to communicate with the outside world, and how the ROM is intended to be 

deployed. 

      

State Variables (x)  

State variables are defined as the set of variables used to describe the mathematical state of a dynamical system. 

In the absence of any external input (e.g., force, torque, …), the state of a system reveals enough about the system to 

predict future behavior. A linear, time-invariant system with no external outputs is described by this set of equations: 

{�̇�} = 𝐴{𝒙},    {𝒙} = {

𝑥1

⋮
𝑥𝑛

} 

Where: 

• 𝒙 is the system state vector. 

• 𝑥𝑖   ( 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛) is the i-th state variable. 

 

Typical choices of state variables for different physical systems include: 

 

SYSTEM STATE VARIABLES 

Mechanical 
Position of a mechanical part, 

Velocity of a mechanical part 

Thermodynamical 
Internal Energy, Enthalpy, Entropy, Temperature, Pressure, 

Volume 

Electrical 
Voltage across nodes, 

Currents through components 
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Since romAI can be used for all the above-mentioned physics, you can choose the State Variables based on what is most 

suitable for your problem. There is not one unique set of state variables that will lead to good results. Some sets will lead to 

better results than others. 

 

Characteristic Parameters (ϴ) 

These are a set of parameters that define the equations that link inputs and states to outputs. 

In the case of a linear, time-invariant system with external inputs: 

{�̇�} = 𝐴{𝒙} + 𝐵{𝒖},   𝐴 = [

𝑎1,1 … 𝑎1,𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑛,1 … 𝑎𝑛,𝑛 

] , 𝐵 = [

𝑏1,1 … 𝑏1,𝑚

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑏𝑛,1 … 𝑏𝑛,𝑚 

] 

The characteristic parameters are the coefficient 𝑎𝑖,𝑗  and 𝑏𝑖,𝑗 of the matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵. These parameters are automatically 

computed by the algorithm leveraged in romAI.  

More generally, the romAI algorithm automatically determines the mathematical equations that are in play and that connect 

inputs, state variables and outputs.  

These equations generally can be written: 

�̇� = 𝒇(𝒙,  𝒖,  𝜽,  𝒕) 

𝒚 = 𝒈(𝒙,  𝒖,  𝜽,  𝒕) 

Where 𝒇() and 𝒈() are nonlinear functions. 

 

Workflow  
The typical workflow has four steps: 

1. Preprocessing 

Simulation results (or test data) that are intended to be used for training might require preprocessing (e.g., 
filtering). This is an optional step. 

 

2. Training 

Given a certain dataset, inputs, outputs and state variables (plus possible physical constraints) are defined and 
the ROM is trained with a chosen architecture and some specified training parameters. 

 

3. Evaluation 

The ROM is trained, and its accuracy requires verification. Some plots and visualizations (hyperplanes, loss vs 
epochs, preliminary time simulation) can be leveraged in this step. 

 

4. Deployment 
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If the accuracy check is successful, the ROM is ready to be deployed in a system integration platform. 

 

 

Installation 
The romAI can be installed into Altair Activate as a regular library. For more information, see the Altair Activate User 

Guide. 

Moreover, the GUI, which consists of an Altair Compose library, can be installed into Altair Compose as well. For more 

information, see the Altair Compose User Guide. 

 

GUI 
The first 3 steps of the above-mentioned workflow are accomplished through the Altair Compose GUI, as discussed in this 

section. The same GUI can also be run in Altair Activate. 

 

Invoking the GUI 

Once the library has been installed, you can invoke the GUI from the command window by typing the command: 

 

The GUI appears as you see in the following figure: 
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Note the following commands and operations: 

• clear all: This command makes the romAI GUI unusable. 

• close all: This command closes the romAI GUI (in addition to other close commands, according to OML logic). 

• GUI instances: Use one GUI instance at a time. For example, you cannot open 2 romAI GUIs at the same time in 
the same instance of Altair Compose or Altair Activate. 

 

General Utilities 

The following are the UI widgets that implement the general functionality for the GUI. 
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UI Widget Description 

 
Docks the window in the figures panel (not recommended). 

 

Hides/collapses the GUI.  

To re-open the GUI, double-click the romAI Director 2021.2 option in 

the Project Browser 

 

 
Opens the Help page. 

 
Closes the GUI and clears the related data. 
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PreProcessor Tab 
The PreProcessor tab, shown in the following image, contains the optional Preprocessing step. 

 

 

Loading Data 

The data must be saved as a .csv file. 

 Select the Browse button and navigate to the .csv data file. The first column of the .csv file must be the time vector. 

The typical first few lines of a .csv file look like the following: 
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Once the .csv file has been loaded, the Available Data box is populated as follows: 

 

 

Selecting Data 

All data from the loaded .csv file is listed in the Available Data box. 

To specify a sub-set of this data for generating the ROM, click the data of interest (press and hold the Ctrl key to multi-

select), then click the arrow button >> to move the data to the Data to export box: 

 

To remove one or more data labels from the Data to export box, select (or multi-select) the labels, then click the X button. 

 

Filtering Data 

Data can be filtered through a low pass filter whose cutoff frequency is specified in the edit box: 

 

To filter data, select (or multi-select) from the data listed in the Data to export box and click the Filter button. The plot is 

refreshed automatically as follows and shows the filtered and the baseline data: 
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The data label in the Data to export box displays its filtered status as follows: 

new label name = < original label name > + (filtered) 

 

To revert the filtering, select the data labels in the Data to export box, then click the Revert Filtering option. 

Important: 

• Filtering always occurs on the baseline data.  

• If the cutoff frequency exceeds the Nyquist Frequency, a warning is issued, and a default cutoff frequency is 

used. 

• Filtering data that is not equally spaced along time causes meaningless results. 

 

Plotting Data 

All data that is listed in the Available Data box or Data to export box can be plotted. If labels are repeated, they are plotted 

only once. 

• To generate plots, select one or more data labels from either of the two list boxes, then click the Plot button. 

• To clear a plot, click Clear Plot. 

• If the time vector is not monotonically increasing, the data is split into segments, and the Segment menu is 

enabled: 
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This menu lets you view different data segments in the plot. 

 

 

 

Saving Data 

All data listed in the Data to export box can be saved to an external .csv file by clicking the Save Dataset button and 

specifying a file name and directory. The time vector is automatically inserted (and saved) as the first column of the file. 

 

Exporting Data 

All the data reported in the Data to export box can be exported to the Builder tab by clicking the Export to Builder  

button. 
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Note: The TrainData File edit box is automatically populated.  
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Builder Tab 
The Builder tab facilitates the Training step. 

 

 

Importing Data 

You can import Training data in two ways: 

• Use the Export to Builder button as reported in the Exporting Data chapter. 

• Use the Browse button, to load a .csv file (with formatting that is described in the Loading Data chapter. 
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Defining Inputs, Outputs, and States 

Once you have loaded the data, the Data Labels box is automatically populated and you can specify your inputs, outputs, 

and state variables, as applicable. 

 

Select the desired data labels, then click the dedicated Input, Output, or State button. The list boxes will populate 

accordingly. 

 

To remove data labels from a desired box, click the X button on the top-right corner of the box. 

You must specify at least 1 input and 1 output. State variables are optional. As it is common in classical system theory, 

some (or all) state variables can be outputs as well. 

When adding Inputs, Outputs, or States, the associated counters are also updated: 

 

 

Adding Physical Constraints 

Adding physical constraints is an option if state variables exist. If state variables do exist, it is possible for one state variable 

to be the derivative of another. Since romAI technology is a mix of AI and system modeling techniques, the romAI application 

can take this into account and produce a better ROM. Hence, it is good practice to specify the derivative variables. 

If one or more state variables are specified, the Physical constraints checkbox is enabled. 

If you select the checkbox, a table appears. The first column of the table is not editable and contains the names of the state 

variables. The second column of the table is editable, and here is where you can enter the name to specify which variable 

is the derivative, if applicable, for each state variable. 

For example, given the following set of state variables: 
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Select the Physical constraints checkbox, and the following table appears: 

 

In the second column, specify the derivatives: 

 

 

Specifying the Directory 

Select the Browse button and navigate to folder where you want to save the ROM that is about to be trained. 

 

Inside this folder, a subfolder is created. Use the text box to enter a name for the subfolder. 

 

The contents of this folder are described in the section on Training Output Files. 

 

Defining the Model Architecture 

The ROM is based on a MLP (multilayer perceptron) structure.  

Enter a model type: linear or nonlinear. 

• Linear 

The model architecture is defined by default, and no further action is required. 

 

• Nonlinear 

1. For the Hidden Activation Function, choose tanh or relu. 
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2. Enter the number of hidden layers of the MLP: 

 

Click the + and – buttons to increase or decrease the number of hidden layers. You can also type the exact 
number of layers directly in the text box. 

 

3. Enter the number of neurons per layer: 

 

 

Type the number in the text box. You can also leverage the OML syntax and type square brackets for 
matrices, and commas as column separators, as required. 

 

Defining Training Parameters 

Specify the training parameters or keep the provided default values. 

Parameter UI Widget Description 

Output 

Normalization  

Select this option to scale the 

outputs so that they are included in 

[0, 1] range. 

Regularization 

Coeff.  

Enter the penalty factor of the L2 

regularization. 

Test Split Ratio 
 

Enter the ratio of the Dataset that is 

used for testing. 

CrossVal.    

Split Ratio  

Enter the ratio of the Training 

Dataset that is used for cross-

validation. 

Epochs 
 

Enter the number of epochs (i.e., 

iterations) that is used by the 

optimization algorithm. 
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With the epochs parameter, you are provided with a suggested minimum value, which is updated when: 

• Inputs/Outputs/State variables are removed or added. 

• Neural net structure (i.e., number of layers and/or neurons per layer) is changed. 

The suggested minimum value is reported above the Epochs edit box: 

 

 

Another set of training parameters can be enabled when you select the Early Stopping checkbox.  

Parameter UI Widget Description 

Early Stopping 
 

Select this option to stop training 

when a monitored metric has 

stopped improving. 

Monitor Metric 
 

Select the minimum change in the 

monitored quantity to qualify as an 

improvement: Choose val_loss 

(validation loss) or val_acc 

(validation accuracy). 

Min Improvement 
 

Enter the minimum change in the 

monitored quantity to qualify as an 

improvement. 

Patience 
 

Enter the number of epochs with no 

improvement after which training 

will be stopped. 

 

Launching Training 

Once the training parameters are defined, click the Train button to launch the training procedure. 

Before launching, adjust the Compose or Activate UI as follows so that romAI Director is located on the left, and the 

Python Command Window is undocked and moved to the right:  
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After the training begins, you can view the progress in the Python Command Window: 
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When the training ends, the Viewer tab is automatically populated. 

 

Training Output Files 

The training produces 3 files in a subfolder that is explained in the section on Specifying the Directory. The files include: 

1. An .oml file containing the ROM and training parameters information. 

2. A .csv file containing the training history.  

3. A .h5 file containing the nets weights. 

Important: Do not add or remove files in the subfolder. 

 

Utilities 

Three utilities with designated buttons offer the following functionality: 

• RESET 

 

Click the RESET button to clear the current Builder session. 

 

• SAVE SESSION 

 

Click the SAVE SESSION button to save the current Builder session information (dataset, 
inputs/outputs/states, training params, …) to an external .oml file: <user-defined name>.oml. 

 

 

• LOAD SESSION 

 

Click the LOAD SESSION button to load a previously saved Builder session. 
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Viewer Tab 
The Viewer tab facilitates the visualization and evaluation of the trained ROM. 

You can populate the Viewer tab with two methods: 

1. Auto Populate: The Viewer tab automatically populates once the training ends that was launched in the Builder 

tab. 

2. Select a previously trained ROM through the Browse button. 

 

 

 

Once the ROM has been loaded, you can view the following information: 

• Inputs, outputs, states (and eventually physical constraints) 

• Net Architecture parameters 

• Training parameters 

 

 

 

In this phase, you can use the postprocessing tools that are provided to evaluate the ROM accuracy. 

You can choose from 3 tools that that are available through the pop-up widget: 
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However, in the situation where all ROM outputs are also state variables, only two options are available: 

 

 

Check Loss  

Select the Loss/Metrics option to view the overall training, validation, and test loss. 

 

This loss is a constant value that represents the error made by the trained romAI model when predicting over the Testing 

Dataset. The data is reported in the text box of the Loss chart and refers to the value calculated after the training as 

shown here: 

 

The data also shows the training/validation loss of each single output or higher-order state variable (such as velocity in 

this case): 
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At this point, the typical machine learning considerations are valid, such as: 

• The lower the training error, the more accurate the ROM. 

• If the training and validation loss both tend toward a horizontal asymptote, then the training has converged. 

• If the training and validation losses diverge, then the ROM might be affected by overfitting. In this case, you may 
want to consider increasing the regularization term. 
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Check Accuracy 

Select the Accuracy Check option: 

 

The following figure appears: 

 

This option provides another way to visualize the accuracy of the romAI. 

1. Browse to a dataset file, which uses the same format and labels that are used for training. 

2. Select an output from the State index/Output box. 

3. Click Plot. A plot is generated, for example:  
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The y-axis shows the predictions (of the selected output) produced by the romAI model, given the inputs/state variables 

defined in the .csv file.  

The x-axis shows the targets (for the same selected output) contained in the same .csv file. 

The closer the predictions are to the targets, the more blue points will be aligned to the 𝑦 = 𝑥 curve (drawn in red). 

Moreover, the 𝑅2 coefficient gets computed automatically. 

Note that when a romAI model contains state variables, high 𝑅2 coefficients (related to the state indices) are necessary but 

are not a sufficient condition for an accurate model. Further conclusions on the accuracy of the model can be taken by 

investigating a time simulation (for example through the Time Sim tab). Though, it can be stated that low 𝑅2 coefficients 

(related to the state indices) will lead to a poorly accurate model. 

Instead, when a model does not have state variables, high 𝑅2 coefficients (related to the model outputs) will lead to an 

accurate model. 

Finally, for longer simulations, when state variables are in play, very high 𝑅2 coefficients are required to prevent a divergence 

in the solution over time. 

 

Defining Hyperplanes 

Select the Hyperplanes option. 

 

The following figure appears: 
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romAI draws two types of 3D plots: 

1. Hyperplanes 

The application evaluates the trained romAI model over a range of user-defined input values and displays the 
output as a Hyperplane. One output at a time can be displayed. 

2. Scatter plots of Predictions vs Targets 

The application evaluates the trained romAI model into a set of points contained in a .csv file and compares the 
output results with the target points contained in the same .csv file through a scatter plot. Only one output at a 
time can be requested. 

 

Generating Hyperplanes 

1. Select 2 items from the Inputs/States box for the x-, y-axis and 1 item from the Outputs box for the z-axis.  
For example: 

 

 

2. Specify the range of the x-, y-axis using OML syntax as follows: 

 

 

The x, y grid is automatically created for the Hyperplane. 

All other inputs/states (in this case, vel) are held constant.  

 

3. For each additional input/state that you want to include, you can specify the constant value for each through the 
menu and the slider: 

  

 

4. Once you have specified the values for all the inputs/states, click the Plot button to generate the Hyperplane: 
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The axes are labeled with respect to the names of the selected inputs/states and output. 

5. To add more plots, select different inputs and outputs, then click the Plot button. 

The Hyperplane figures will be generated accordingly. 

6. To delete/close the last Hyperplane that has been drawn, click Delete Plot. 

7. To undock the Hyperplane figure if it gets inlined in the Python Command Window, click the Undock Plot button. 

 

Generating Scatter Plots of Predictions vs Target 

These plots require data from a .csv dataset file. 

1. To create Scatter plots of Predictions vs Targets, select a .csv dataset file: 

 

 

Note:  The format and labels used in the file are the same as the ones used for training. 

 

2. Select the Predict on Dataset checkbox: 

 

Note: The edit boxes, pop-up menu and slider on the Hyperplanes panel are disabled in place of the Predict 
on Dataset option. 

 

3. Select the desired inputs/state variables from the Inputs/States box to create the x-, y-axis: 
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4. Select the output that you want to evaluate/compare: 

 

5. Define the Downsample Factor: 

 

 

The downsample value determines the number of points in the .csv file that will be used for the 
evaluation/comparison. For example: 

• A downsample factor of 1, means that the comparison between the romAI output and the target (contained in 
the .csv) will be performed for all the points in the .csv. 

• A down sample factor of 0.1, means that the comparison between the romAI output and the target (contained 
in the .csv) will be performed for a tenth of the points in the .csv.  

• When a .csv file is very large, adjusting the downsample factor can greatly improve the plot performance. 

 

6. Click the Plot button: 

 

7. To resume plotting Hyperplanes, deselect the Predict on Dataset checkbox. 
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Time Sim Tab 
Since the romAI model is meant to be used for transient simulation, it is important to have a tool that easily performs 

preliminary time simulations after the romAI model has been trained. The Time Sim tab has been designed to perform 

these time simulations in just one step. 

1. Use the Browse button to select a .csv dataset file: 

 

Note: The format and labels in the dataset file are the same as those in the training file. 

 

A time simulation is triggered. Once the simulation runs successfully, the plot is updated: 

 

 

 

The following are drawn in the plot: 

 

• Blue line: the dynamical results produced by the romAI model, given the inputs and the initial state 
conditions that are contained in the .csv. 

• Green line: the target time history. 

 

Evaluating Output 

 

1. Use the pop-up menu to select the output of the romAI model that you want to plot: 

 

 

2. If the loaded dataset file contains multiple time histories, you can select the desired history in the pop-up menu: 
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Note: This is a preliminary time simulation. When deploying the romAI model in the Altair Activate environment, more 

advanced options will be available. 

 

Tips on ROM Generation 

 

• Typically, for physical problems, 2/3 layers are enough. 

• If the number of suggested epochs is about or greater than 100, overfitting might not be an issue. If overfitting 
occurs, try using a smaller neural net. Though, if doing so reduces the accuracy, try instead to increase the 
regularization coefficient. 

• A larger net will more likely suffer from poor generalization properties, compared to a smaller one. 

• A regularization coefficient can help to increase generalization properties (in particular when deploying the tanh 
activation function). 

• Use the relu activation function on the first attempt to train/generate a romAI model for nonlinear problems. 

• With linear problems use the linear model type. 

• With highly nonlinear problems the tanh activation function could outperform the relu function. 

• At each training run, neural net weights and biases are randomly initialized. Hence, when the proper neural net 
structure and activation function have been selected, consider re-training the model multiple times and save it in a 
different location. The optimization problem solved by romAI is a non-convex one (many local minima). Different 
initializations of the neural net weights might lead to different local minima.  

• Early Stopping can greatly reduce the training time, though it requires some familiarity with the model being trained 
and the model’s loss curve to properly set the Early Stopping parameters. 

• If after many tries, the neural net appears to be inaccurate, the selection of inputs/state variables/outputs may be 
wrong. When selecting inputs/state variables, consider that they should have a physically meaningful relation with 
the outputs. 

• If signals have been filtered in the Preprocessor tab before using them in the training, or if signals are too noisy, the 

𝑅2 coefficients computed in the Viewer tab might not return reliable information. 
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Batch Training 
The training procedure can be carried over also without using the GUI. Within the romAI library there is a function called 

romAIdirector_batch that can be deployed in regular oml scripts to train romAI models. This function comes particularly in 

handy when the user is looking for evaluating different configurations and parameters of the same romAI model. In fact, as 

it will be explained, the function can trigger the training of multiple romAI models with a unique script run.  

The complete function signature is: 

 

 

The function returns 2 optional outputs: 

Output Description 

loss 

It is an array struct with fields: 

1. ‘epochs’: array (1,2,3, …number of epochs). 

2. ‘test_loss’: scalar. 

3. ‘train_loss’: with subfields ‘overall’ and romAI model/s outputs and state 
variables labels. Each subfield contains a scalar. 

4. ‘val_loss’: with subfields ‘overall’ and romAI model/s outputs and state variables 
labels. Each subfield contains a scalar. 

r2coeff 

It is an array struct with fields: 

1. ‘state_index’: with subfields romAI model/s state variables labels. Each subfield 
contains a scalar. 

2. ‘output’: with subfields romAI model/s outputs labels. Each subfield contains a 
scalar. 

 

Where both loss and r2coeff represent the same metrics which can be evaluated from the GUI. 

 

The function requires at least 5 input arguments, with a 6th optional one. 

input Description 

train_dataset_file It is a string or a cell of strings specifying the full path of the training dataset/s. 

romAI_destination_folder 
It is a string or a cell of strings specifying the folder/s where to save the romAI model/s. If 

this folder does not exist, it gets created.  
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romAI_name 

It is a string or a cell of strings specifying the name/s of the romAI model/s. If a unique 

name is given, but the batch training is used to generate more models (as explained later), 

a suffix ‘_<i>’ will be appended to the name, where ‘_<i>’ increases with the number of 

models being trained. 

romAI_structure 

It is an array struct with fields: 

1. ‘_inputs’: cell containing inputs labels. 

2. ‘_outputs’: cell containing outputs labels. 

3. ‘_states’: cell containing state variables labels. Set it as an empty cell to not use 
state variables. 

4. ‘_physical_constraints’: cell defining state variables derivatives. There is an 
element by element relation with the romAI_structure._states cell. The i-th element 
of romAI_structure._constraints cell represents the derivative of the i-th element of 
romAI_structure._states cell. Leave the i-th element as an empty string to not 
assign a derivative. Set romAI_structure._constraints as an empty cell to not 
define derivatives. 

romAI_math_model 

It is an array struct with fields: 

1. ‘_type’: ‘linear’ or ‘nonlinear’. 

If ‘nonlinear’, the other fields are: 

2. ‘_activation_fun’: 'relu' or 'tanh'. 

3. ‘_architecture’: it is a struct with fields 

a) ‘_hidden_layers’: scalar, which specifies the number of hidden layers. 

b) ‘_neurons_x_layer’: matrix, which defines the number of neurons for each 
hidden layer. 

romAI_training_params 

It is optional. It is an array struct with fields: 

1. ‘_output_normalization’: boolean (default: true).  

2. ‘_early_stopping’: boolean (default: false). 

3. ‘_test_split_ratio’: scalar (default: 0.2). 

4. ‘_crossval_split_ratio’: scalar (default: 0.25). 

5. ‘_epochs’: scalar (default: 10). 

6. ‘_reg_coeff’: scalar (default: 1e-6). 

7. ‘_learning_rate’: scalar (default: 1e-3). 

8. ‘_monitor_metric’: 'val_loss' or 'val_acc' (default: 'val_loss'). Not needed if the 
‘_early_stopping’ is set to false. 

9. ‘_min_improvement’: scalar (default: 1e-3). Not needed if the ‘_early_stopping’ is 
set to false. 

10. ‘_patience’: scalar (default: 20). Not needed if the ‘_early_stopping’ is set to false. 
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The function works based on the broadcasting principle. This means that if the input arguments do not have coherent 

sizes, they get broadcasted to the same size by repetition. This allows the users to evaluate different romAI models with 

very few lines of code. 

A practical example is now going to be discussed to deepen the broadcasting principle. Let’s assume that the user would 

like to train two romAI models which differ only for training parameters. Here it is the script to achieve it:  

 

train_dataset_file = ‘c:/Users/username/Desktop/mkc_train_dataset.csv’; 

romAI_destination_folder = ‘c:/Users/username/Desktop/batch_romAImodel’; 

romAI_name = 'lin_mkc2dof'; 

romAI_structure._inputs = {'F1','F2'}; 

romAI_structure._outputs = {'s1', 's2'}; 

romAI_structure._states = {'s1','s2','v1','v2'}; 

romAI_structure._physical_constraints = {'v1','v2','',''}; 

romAI_math_model._type = 'linear'; 

 

%1st set of training parameters 

romAI_training_params(1)._output_normalization = true; 

romAI_training_params(1)._early_stopping = false; 

romAI_training_params(1)._test_split_ratio = 0.2; 

romAI_training_params(1)._crossval_split_ratio = 0.25; 

romAI_training_params(1)._reg_coeff = 0; 

romAI_training_params(1)._learning_rate = 1e-2; 

romAI_training_params(1)._epochs = 50; 

 

%2nd set of training parameters 

romAI_training_params(2)._output_normalization = true; 

romAI_training_params(2)._early_stopping = false; 

romAI_training_params(2)._test_split_ratio = 0.2; 

romAI_training_params(2)._crossval_split_ratio = 0.25; 

romAI_training_params(2)._reg_coeff = 0; 

romAI_training_params(2)._learning_rate = 1e-3; 

romAI_training_params(2)._epochs = 100; 

 

%training 

[loss, r2coeff] = romAIdirector_batch(train_dataset_file, romAI_destination_folder, romAI_name, … 

                                                           romAI_structure, romAI_math_model, romAI_training_params); 
  

 
Thanks to the broadcasting principle, this is equivalent to the following script, but with less lines of code. 

 

train_dataset_file{1} = ‘c:/Users/username/Desktop/mkc_train_dataset.csv’; 

train_dataset_file{2} = ‘c:/Users/username/Desktop/mkc_train_dataset.csv’; 

romAI_destination_folder{1} = ‘c:/Users/username/Desktop/batch_romAImodel’; 

romAI_destination_folder{2} = ‘c:/Users/username/Desktop/batch_romAImodel’; 

romAI_name{1} = 'lin_mkc2dof'; 

romAI_name{2} = 'lin_mkc2dof_1'; 

romAI_structure(1)._inputs = {'F1','F2'}; 

romAI_structure(2)._inputs = {'F1','F2'}; 

romAI_structure(1)._outputs = {'s1', 's2'}; 

romAI_structure(2)._outputs = {'s1', 's2'}; 
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romAI_structure(1)._states = {'s1','s2','v1','v2'}; 

romAI_structure(2)._states = {'s1','s2','v1','v2'}; 

romAI_structure(1)._physical_constraints = {'v1','v2','',''}; 

romAI_structure(2)._physical_constraints = {'v1','v2','',''}; 

romAI_math_model(1)._type = 'linear'; 

romAI_math_model(2)._type = 'linear'; 

 

%1st set of training parameters 

romAI_training_params(1)._output_normalization = true; 

romAI_training_params(1)._early_stopping = false; 

romAI_training_params(1)._test_split_ratio = 0.2; 

romAI_training_params(1)._crossval_split_ratio = 0.25; 

romAI_training_params(1)._reg_coeff = 0; 

romAI_training_params(1)._learning_rate = 1e-2; 

romAI_training_params(1)._epochs = 50; 

 

%2nd set of training parameters 

romAI_training_params(2)._output_normalization = true; 

romAI_training_params(2)._early_stopping = false; 

romAI_training_params(2)._test_split_ratio = 0.2; 

romAI_training_params(2)._crossval_split_ratio = 0.25; 

romAI_training_params(2)._reg_coeff = 0; 

romAI_training_params(2)._learning_rate = 1e-3; 

romAI_training_params(2)._epochs = 100; 

 

%training 

[loss, r2coeff] = romAIdirector_batch(train_dataset_file, romAI_destination_folder, romAI_name, … 

                                                           romAI_structure , romAI_math_model, romAI_training_params); 

 

 

After installing the library in Compose, the user will find more example regarding the batch mode in the Demo Browser: 
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romAI Block 
After installing the romAI library in Altair Activate, a new Palette appears in the Palette browser: 

 

The romAI Palette contains a romAI block: 

 

This block is used for consuming the trained romAI model. Referring to the section on Workflow, the block oversees the 

Deployment step. 

 

Basic Usage 

1. Drag the romAI block into the Modeling Window: 

 

 

2. Double-click the block. 

 

The romAI block dialog appears. 

 

3. Navigate to the directory containing a valid romAI model (the content of such a directory is explained in the 
chapter, Training Output Files). 
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The block automatically updates according to the selected romAI model: 

 

4. In the mask, the inputs/state variables/outputs of the romAI model are reported together with their min/max values 
that occurred in the training phase. 

5. If state variables exist, you can specify their initial values through the related edit boxes: 

 

 

6. Once the block mask is defined, click OK. 

The mask closes, and input/output ports of the block appear: 

 

At this point, you can use the input/output ports to connect the romAI block to other blocks.  

7. Click the Reload button in the block mask: 

 

The romAI model gets reloaded, and the initial values of the state variables (if state variables exist) are set back to the 

default values. 
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Advanced Usage 

The romAI block offers advanced options meant for improving the accuracy of the romAI model itself during time 

simulation.  

1. Select the Advanced tab of the block mask. 

2. Select a constraint option: 

 

3. Click OK or Apply. 

 

Defining State Constraints 
 

1. Select the Add state constraints checkbox, and the following table appears: 

 

 

2. Enter the number of constraints in the Number of state conditions field. 

Changing this value automatically adds or removes rows in the constraints table. 

 

Constraint Subtypes 

Set constraints in two ways: re-initializing state variables and thresholding. 

Re-Initializing State Variables 

The state variable gets re-initialized to the Reset Value if the defined condition on the inputs is met. Defining the state 

condition is a 3-step process: 

1. Choose the state variable to be constrained. 
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a. In the State name column, click the  button. 

A list of the available state variables appears. 

b. Double-click the desired state variable: 

 

 

c. Click OK. 

 

 

 

2. Specify the Reset Condition. 

a. Click the Expression Builder button . 

b. The Expression builder displays the variables and variable names for the expression. 

 

 

c. Enter the condition in the Expression box and include the name of the listed variable. 
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• Supported arithmetical operators can be included in the expression: (+ - * / ^), logical operators (| 
& ! ~), and relational operators ( > < >= <= == ~= <>). 

• The expression must return a Boolean type. 

 

3. Specify the Reset Value: 

 

 

 

Thresholding 

The state variable values can be limited within a range. 

1. Specify the range through the Lower limit and Upper limit cells of the constraint table: 

 

 

2. Once the State Constraints have been defined, click OK or Apply. 

 

Defining Stationary Constraints 
1. Select the Add stationary constraints checkbox, and the following table appears: 

 

 

2. Enter a value for the Number of stationary constraints. 

The rows in the stationary constraints table are added/removed automatically based on the specified value. 

 

Stationary Constraint Conditions 

You set stationary constraint conditions so that the variation of the state variables within a defined range is not 

considered.  

1. Choose the state variable to be constrained. 

a. In the State name column, click the  button. 

A list of the available state variables appears. 
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b. Double-click the desired state variable: 

 

 

c. Click OK. 

 

2. Enter a value to set the threshold, which defines the range. 

3. Click OK.  

The stationary conditions have been defined. 

Stationary conditions can be helpful when dealing with stationary problems or slow-varying problems. In these cases, 

small numerical errors can lead to a divergence issue over time during a simulation. 

 

Defining Output Constraints 
1. Select the Add output constraints checkbox, and the following table appears: 

 

 

2. Enter the number of constraints in the Number of output conditions field. 

Changing this value automatically adds or removes rows to the constraints table. 

 

Output Constraint Conditions 

Each output can be constrained if a certain condition is met on the inputs, state variables or the output itself.  

1. Choose the output to be constrained: 

a. In the Output name column, click the  button. 

A list of the available output appears. 
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b. Double-click the desired output: 

 

 

c. Click OK. 

 

2. Specify the constraint: 

d. Click the Expression Builder button. 

 

 

e. The Expression builder displays the variables and variable names for the expression. 

 

 

f. Enter the condition in the Expression box and include the name of the listed variable. 

For example, the following condition forces the “SpringDamper_F” output to be greater than or equal to 0: 
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Note: Arithmetical operators can be included in the expression: (+ - * / ^), logical operators (| & ! ~), and 
relational operators ( > < >= <= == ~= <>). 

 

g. Once you have defined the output constraints, click OK or Apply. 
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Examples 
In this section, different examples are reported to showcase the usage of the romAI Library in Altair Activate. The 

following examples, as well as additional demos, tutorials and videos can be found in the romAI Activate Library, inside 

the _demos folder. 

 

After installing the library, you can access the demos from the Activate Demos Browser: 
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Battery Cell – Thermal Behavior 

Consider the following PDE thermal problem: 

 

A battery cell is charging/discharging according to a current profile. While heating up, it exchanges heat with the cooling 

system based on a known Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC). 

The goal is to produce a romAI model capable of predicting the temperature at 3 different points of the battery. 

Hence, the romAI model can be schematized by the following block diagram: 

 

The output temperatures are also the state variables of the thermal system.  

To train the romAI model, time histories of inputs, outputs and state variables are needed. 

In this case, the training dataset consists of 3 separate time histories, which are the results of 3 OptiStruct thermal 

simulations. In the 3 thermal simulations, the same current profile is used, but a different HTC is deployed for each. 

Here, for example is 1 of the 3 time histories of the training dataset: 
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Given the dataset, the romAI model can be built easily through the builder tab: 

1. The Inputs/States/Outputs are specified: 
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2. The model path and name are specified: 

 

 

3. The model architecture is defined: 

 

 

4. The training parameters are set: 

 

 

5. The training procedure is ready to start: 

 

 

Once the training has completed, the Loss vs Epochs curve is automatically displayed in the Viewer tab with all the other 

romAI model information. 
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Further investigations regarding the accuracy of the romAI model can be carried over in the Viewer or the Time Sim tab. 

Moreover, the romAI model can be deployed in Altair Activate® using the built-in romAI block: 

 

The following are the results produced by the romAI model with respect to the reference OptiStruct simulation, given the 

same current profile, but using a different HTC from the training dataset: 
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Nonlinear Spring Mass Damper System  

 

Consider a mass-spring-damper system, with nonlinear stiffness and damping: 

 

 

 

 

The nonlinear formulation of stiffness and damping is unknown. Nevertheless, the goal is to obtain a romAI model capable 

of predicting the spring-damper force and the mass position along time, given the external force and arbitrary initial 

conditions for the mass. 

As typical for mechanical systems, mass position and velocity are the system state variables. 

Hence, the romAI model can be schematized by the following block diagram: 

 

In order to train the romAI model, time histories of inputs, outputs and state variables are needed. 

In this case, the training dataset consists of 3 separate time histories. Each time history has been built by exciting the system 

with a different external force over time. The 3 external exciting forces are plotted here: 
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The external exciting forces are chosen as typical exiting forces in system identification practice. Different levels of external 

force amplitude are spanned to account for system nonlinearities. 

 

Given the dataset, the romAI model can be built easily through the builder tab: 

1. The Inputs/States/Outputs are specified: 

 

 

 

2. The physical constraints are defined (i.e., mass velocity is the derivative of mass position): 

 

 

3. The model path and name are specified: 

 

 

4. The model architecture is defined: 

 

 

5. The training parameters are set: 
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6. The training procedure is ready to start: 

 

 

Once the training has completed, the Loss vs Epochs curve is automatically displayed in the Viewer tab, together with all 

the romAI model information. 
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Further investigations regarding the accuracy of the romAI model can be carried over into the Viewer or Time Sim tab. 

Moreover, the romAI model can be deployed in Altair Activate® using the built-in romAI block: 

 

The results produced by the romAI model with respect to the reference mass-spring-damper system, given a sinewave as 

the external force, are shown here: 
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Bucket into Pile of Bulk Material 

 

Consider an excavator bucket moving into a pile of bulk material: 

 

 

The goal is to obtain a romAI model capable of predicting the forces/torques (𝐹𝑥, 𝐹𝑧, 𝑇𝑦) acting on the bucket itself, while 

some mass of granular material is being grabbed. 

It follows that the mass of granular material being grabbed by the bucket is used as the state variable of the systems. 

Instead, the bucket position and velocity, both translational and angular, are used as system inputs. 

Hence, the romAI model can be schematized by the following block diagram: 

 

As shown, since it is also interesting to know how much mass is being grabbed, the mass itself is also set as a system 

output (state variables can be included among system outputs). 
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In order to train the romAI model, time histories of inputs, outputs and state variables are needed. 

In this case, the training dataset consists of 3 separate time histories. Each time history has been built by running an Altair 

Edem simulation of the bucket:  

 

 

In each simulation, the bucket follows a different path to move the granular material pile. The forces/torques acting on the 

bucket and the mass being grabbed in the first simulation are shown here: 
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Given the dataset, the romAI model can be built easily through the builder tab: 

1. The Inputs/States/Outputs are specified: 
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2. The model path and name are specified: 

 

 

 

3. The model architecture is defined: 

 

 

4. The training parameters are set: 

 

 

5. The training procedure is ready to start. 

 

 

Once the training is completed, the Loss vs Epochs curve is automatically displayed in the Viewer tab, together with all 

the romAI model information. 
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Further investigations regarding the accuracy of romAI model can be carried over into the Viewer or the Time Sim tab. 

Moreover, the romAI model can be deployed in Altair Activate® using the built-in romAI block: 
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At this stage, the results of the romAI model can be compared with the ones produced by another Altair Edem simulation 

(not included in the training dataset), which is shown here: 

 

Note that the path of the bucket follows while moving the pile is different compared to the training simulations. 

Here is a comparison of the results: 
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Small numerical errors might cause non-physical values returned by the romAI model. For example, the mass being 

negative, before the bucket gets to the pile of the granular material: 
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This can be easily solved using the Advanced Options in the romAI block: 

 

With the defined States Condition: 

 

The mass is forced to be null, until the bucket gets to the pile of bulk material. 

With the defined Output Constraints: 
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The Forces/Torques acting on the bucket are forced to be null if the mass being grabbed is null. 

Applying the Advanced Options produces the following results: 
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Licensing Mechanism 

Terminology 

Altair Units (AU) 
Altair Units (AU) licenses allow any of the applications to run, as long as there are sufficient license features available and 

the required product license features are present in the license file. 

License Concepts 
There are 3 types of licenses that can be used to invoke and deploy romAI: 

• Altair One credentials 

• Server license 

• Local file 

And both the concepts and the license draw in this document apply for these different licensing modalities. 

The license server tracks and records the total quantity of units the customer purchased and how many of those units are 

currently being used by each user.  

Leveling vs Stacking 
By implementing leveling, customers can use multiple applications at the same time without incurring additional unit 

draw. This leveling is based on an application running on the same host and username. For most applications, the actual 

cost of running multiple applications on the same host/username is simply the cost of the most expensive application 

running. The lower draw applications simply run at no additional unit draw. 

Applications that stack always draw the associated number of units, regardless of any other applications or concurrent 

usage on the user/host. 

License checkout 
When licenses are drawn from the license server for the usage of the software. 

License checkin 
When licenses are available again in the license server after the usage of the software. 

romAI License Draw 

Activate draws 15 AU and the romAI block/director draws 30 AU, therefore the checkout and checkin scenarios below 

take this amount into consideration for v2021.2: 

Scenario License Mechanism 

Install the library No license checkout 

Open Activate with romAI installed No license checkout 

Add the block to the Activate model No license checkout 
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Start the simulation by clicking on Run button License checkout during the whole Activate session 

Generate code License checkout during the whole Activate session 

Export FMU License checkout during the whole Activate session 

Import FMU 
License checkout in the initialization flag* and checkin in the 

finalization flag* 

Launch romAI Director License checkout during the usage of the director 

Use close all command to close romAI Director No license checkin 

Quit romAI Director License checkin 

Uninstall the library License checkin 

Close Activate/Compose License checkin 

*Initialization and termination flags: flags in the simulation function of Activate signalizing the beginning and the end of the 

run. 

Examples of Workflows and Respective License Draw 

Example #1 

1. User opens Activate 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

2. User installs romAI library 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

3. User closes Activate 

• Total license checkout: 0 AU 

• License checkin: 15 AU 

Example #2 

1. User opens Activate 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

2. User installs romAI library 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

3. User drags and drops the romAI block into his model 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

4. User edits the romAI parameters 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU 

5. User closes Activate 

• Total license checkout: 0 AU 

• License checkin: 15 AU 
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Example #3 

1. User opens Activate 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

2. User opens romAI Director 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

3. User clicks Quit button of romAI Director 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

• License checkin: 15 AU 

4. User closes Activate 

• Total license checkout: 0 AU 

• License checkin: 15 AU 

Example #4 

1. User opens Activate 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

2. User opens romAI Director 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

3. User gives close all command in the OML command window to close romAI Director 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

4. User closes Activate 

• Total license checkout: 0 AU 

• License checkin: 30 AU 

Example #5 

1. User opens Activate 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

2. User runs a simulation in Activate using romAI block 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

3. User imports a romAI FMU and ran another simulation 

• Total license checkout: 60 AU (leveling with Activate + stacking with the FMU process) 

4. Simulation with the romAI FMU finished 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

• License checkin: 30 AU (FMU process after termination flag) 

5. User closes Activate: 

• Total license checkout: 0 AU 

• License checkin: 30 AU 

Example #6 

1. User opens Activate 

• Total license checkout: 15 AU 

2. User runs a simulation in Activate using romAI block 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

3. User generates code from a Super Block containing a romAI block 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

4. User runs the simulation with the model containing the romAI block whose code was generated 

• Total license checkout: 60 AU for inlined C code generator (leveling with Activate + stacking with the Code 

Generation simulation) or 30 AU for standard C code generator (leveling with Activate) 

5. Simulation with the code-generated romAI finished 

• Total license checkout: 30 AU (leveling with Activate) 

• License checkin: 30 AU (FMU process after termination flag) 
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6. User closes Activate 

• Total license checkout: 0 AU 

• License checkin: 30 AU  
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